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Baby drowned in three inches of
bathwater when her lawyer mother
fainted a day after taking AstraZeneca
Covid vaccine

Louise Atkinson blacked out bathing nine-month-old Eleanor at her Dorset home
Husband James came home to find door blocked by unresponsive wife on floor
The baby could have been submerged for as long as 30 minutes, inquest told 

By TOM PYMAN FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 06:10 EDT, 13 May 2022 | UPDATED: 12:00 EDT, 13 May 2022

A baby tragically drowned in three inches of bathwater when her mother fainted 24
hours after taking the AstraZeneca Covid vaccine, an inquest has heard.

Lawyer Louise Atkinson blacked out as she bathed nine-month-old Eleanor,
nicknamed Ellie, the day after receiving the first dose of the jab.

Her husband James came home from a trip to the dentist and pushed open the
bathroom door to discover it had been blocked by his unresponsive wife on the
floor.
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To his horror, he saw their baby daughter face down in the bath turning blue.

Mr Atkinson picked her out of the water and woke his wife by grabbing hold of her.
He then laid Ellie on the bathroom floor where he began CPR while calling 999 on
speakerphone.

Mr Atkinson, a business manager, carried on the resuscitation attempts until the
emergency services arrived six minutes later at their £500,000 home in
Christchurch, Dorset.

Ellie was flown by helicopter to Southampton General Hospital, Hampshire, but was
pronounced dead four hours later on March 23, 2021.

It is not known for how long Ellie was submerged before Mr Atkinson found her,
although it could have been as long as 30 minutes.

Lawyer Louise Atkinson blacked out as she bathed nine-month-old Eleanor, nicknamed Ellie,
the day after receiving the first dose of the jab
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Mrs Atkinson, who is a senior lawyer for the AA, said it was unusual for her to faint and it had
only happened twice to her prior to Ellie's death, both times in her late teens
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Mr Atkinson, a business manager, carried on the resuscitation attempts until the emergency
services arrived six minutes later at their £500,000 home in Christchurch, Dorset

A post-mortem examination found that 'on the balance of probabilities' the cause of
death was inhalation of water or drowning.

Police investigated Ellie's death and concluded it was a 'tragic accident'.

They contacted Public Health England about Mrs Atkinson's adverse reaction to the
vaccine and were sent a general report which said 'sleepiness and drowsiness' was
an uncommon possible side effect.

The Bournemouth inquest heard Ellie was born premature at 33 weeks and had a
heart defect as well as feeding problems which meant she was underweight.

She was due to have heart surgery on March 25 and Mrs Atkinson said she had
struggled to sleep or eat in the days beforehand due to 'anxiety' about it.

There was also the added stress of arranging Covid tests for her and her husband so
they could accompany Ellie during her planned ten-day stay in hospital, the hearing
heard.

Mrs Atkinson said she decided to give her daughter a bath as she had been sick
during her morning feed, and needed a 'surgical wash' ahead of being admitted to
hospital for the procedure.

She said she began bathing her daughter at 10.30am on March 23 and this would
have typically lasted 10 to 15 minutes.
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Ellie was sat in a bath seat in three inches of water and Mrs Atkinson told the inquest
the last thing she remembers was bending down to lift her out.

An emotional Mrs Atkinson said: 'I started to pick her up and that's all I can
remember. The next thing I can remember is James shouting and pulling at me.'

Appearing via video link at the inquest Mr Atkinson wept as he described finding his
wife and daughter at about 11.15am.

He said: 'I walked upstairs and saw the bathroom door was closed, which was
unusual. I started to push the door open but I couldn't open it. I pushed it harder and
that's when I saw Louise on the floor and Ellie in the bath.

'I forced my way in through the door and picked Ellie out of the bath. I laid Ellie on
the floor and started CPR and made a call to the emergency services.

'I was trying to do two things at once with the speaker phone next to me. I did CPR
until the paramedics attended and took over.'

Ellie was flown by helicopter to Southampton General Hospital, Hampshire, but was
pronounced dead four hours later on March 23, 2021
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Bournemouth Town Hall where the inquest into the death of baby Eleanor took place

Mrs Atkinson, who is a senior lawyer for the AA, said it was unusual for her to faint
and it had only happened twice to her prior to Ellie's death, both times in her late
teens.

She said she experienced another black-out while visiting Ellie's grave the day after
receiving her second Oxford-Astrazeneca jab in June 2021.

A passer-by saw her fall to the ground and came to her aid.

Mrs Atkinson told the inquest she underwent a seven day assessment after her
second fainting episode and while no definite explanation could be reached by
professionals, her reaction to the vaccine was cited as a contributory factor.

She said: 'I had the Oxford-Astrazeneca Covid vaccine the day before (Ellie died) and
looking back I felt strange and not myself.

'On the day after my second jab in June 2021 I went to see Ellie because she is buried
quite near to us and we go every day.

'I walked there and crouched down by her side and all I can remember after that was
a guy helping me.

'He said he had seen me starting to fall and I was disorientated.

'I had a seven day assessment and no one has been able to offer a definitive
explanation, but the conclusion is that it was a reaction to the vaccine very much
based on other circumstances as well.'

Detective Sergeant Phil Read, of Dorset police, said: 'We concluded it was a tragic
accident that Ellie had died of drowning in the bath and potentially there were
contributing factors to this.

'One being the potential adverse effect of the Covid vaccine. Mrs Atkinson had also
had a lack of sleep as they were going through a stressful time. She had not eaten
and is a slim build.

'All these factors could have caused her potentially to have stood up to bend down
to pick Ellie up and pass out.
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'She had potentially collapsed or fallen unconscious for an extended period of time.'

Dorset assistant coroner Brendan Allen recorded a verdict of accidental death. He
said: 'Ellie was having a bath at home supervised by her mother when her mother
collapsed and fell unresponsive.

'Ellie was found by her father unresponsive in the bath and the paramedics were
called. She was transferred to Southampton Hospital where she died.

'My conclusion is she died as a consequence of an accident.'

CAN A COVID JAB MAKE YOU
FAINT?
Lots of people faint after being vaccinated for any disease, but it usually
happens just after getting the jab.

There have not been any widely reported cases of people fainting a full day
later.

Fainting after a jab is normally due to anxiety about getting vaccinated rather
than the vaccine itself.

That's why most of the time it happens around 5–10 minutes after getting a
jab.

It is most common in children and young people or those who have a history
of fainting. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) refers to it as 'immunisation anxiety' or
an 'immunisation stress-related response'. 

In Mrs Atkinson's case, she said she remembered fainting twice prior to
getting her vaccines.

The NHS says that drowsiness and fatigue are uncommon side effects from
the Covid jabs that can last up to a week.

Mrs Atkinson also suffered a second fainting episode the day after her second
jab, which has puzzled medics further.

However, side effects have been more frequently reported after the second
Covid vaccine. 

Fainting is one of the reasons Britons were told to wait at Covid vaccination
clinics for 10 minutes before being allowed to leave and drive home.
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melatonin
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Jodie Comer is
mobbed by fans AGAIN
as she signs autographs
following Prima Facie
theatre performance -
weeks after security
scare
 

Marc Anthony, 53,
passionately kisses new
fiancee Nadia Ferreira
as she celebrates her
23rd birthday in cheeky
bikini onboard luxury
yacht off Miami coast
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The Who's Roger
Daltrey takes to the
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in 1979
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Famke Janssen cuts a
stylish figure in a brown
miniskirt on a stroll in
New York City
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says he's sorry for
graphic Amy Winehouse
death gag at 2011
Halloween party: 'It was
regrettable then and it
remains regrettable
now'
 

Rachel Brosnahan
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Scott as they film the
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Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
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secret social media
account for her dog to
'stalk everyone'
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cats and dogs happier?
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dispensers that can be
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: Jamie Oliver calls for
'Eton Mess' protest
outside Downing Street
unless Boris Johnson
overturns 'reckless'
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carpet before being
honored for their work
on the internet at the
26th Webby Awards
 

Brian Austin Green
and his pregnant
girlfriend Sharna
Burgess pack on the
PDA while out shopping
in Malibu
 

Big hair, don't care!
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Kylie Jenner slips into
a lavender crocheted
leotard to unveil her new
Kylie Skin bath
collection of candles,
lotions and bubbles
 

Christine Quinn shows
off her toned midriff in
clingy blue snakeskin
set and promotes her
book while visiting the
Empire State Building in
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Craig Conover admits
to 'recent' hook up with
Naomie Olindo amid
romance with Paige
DeSorbo... and gets into
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in new Southern Charm
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Kim Kardashian stars
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Eva Longoria goes
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for the second time in
star-studded
Connecticut ceremony
 

Miley Cyrus models a
black dress before
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Year's Eve special again
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astrology app to guide
them through it - and a
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Alice Evans puts on a
busty display in low cut
black vest top and hints
at mellow mood... after
feeling like she was
'going to die' from
COVID-19
 

Schitt's Creek's Sarah
Levy announces she's
expecting her first child
with husband Graham
Outerbridge as she
shares a baby bump
photo on Instagram
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Pamela Anderson as
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Alfie Allen enjoys
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devastating
miscarriage as she
shares Sex and the City
meme about not being in
the mood to be around
people
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bares toned midriff in
nude crop top in New
York City... after dancing
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Ciara sizzles in a
leopard-print bathing
suit as she poses for the
Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit Issue cover:
'This dream finally came
true'
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school fundraiser! Isla
Fisher wears lavish
Belle gown as she joins
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Mindy Kaling and
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fancy costume gala
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Gala red carpet in 2016
after Johnny Depp
'stood her up' - and
called Elon a 'real
gentleman'
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It wasn't me, it was the
dog! Amber Heard
denies defecating in
their marital bed and
blames Depp's teacup
Yorkie Boo, saying it had
'bowel control issues'

A royal bestseller!
Sarah Ferguson
channels her inner rock
chick in an embellished
blazer at London event
celebrating the release
of her Mills & Boon
novel in paperback
 

Kim Kardashian's
boyfriend Pete Davidson
jokes he wants the
media to 'start paying
attention to me'... as he
reveals Edie Falco will
play his mom in new
show
 

Kendall Jenner bares
her washboard abs and
sleek figure in vibrant
ensembles for her
Endless Summer
collection with luxury
retailer FWRD
 

Chris Pratt walks with
his kids as he is joined
by his pregnant wife
Katherine
Schwarzenegger and
her sister Christina for
lunch
 

Stylish in the city!
Christina Milian dons
sharp suit at NYC store
opening, while Peyton
List and Rowan
Blanchard help launch
Steve Madden's
influencer initiative
 

The Hunger Games
prequel The Ballad of
Songbirds and Snakes
casts Billy the Kid star
Tom Blyth as the young
Coriolanus Snow
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'I'll be well
outnumbered!': Downton
Abbey's Allen Leech
reveals he and wife
Jessica Blair Herman
are expecting their
second daughter
 

Just married... again!
Kourtney Kardashian is
a blushing bride in white
as she legally marries
Travis Barker in Santa
Barbara... but there's no
sign of her kids or
famous sisters
 

Kevin Hart explores
Venice with wife Eniko
as they hop in water
taxi during a break from
filming Lift

ADVERTISEMENT

Doctor Who FIRST
LOOK: David Tennant
and Catherine Tate are
seen on set for the first
time as they film
explosive scenes with a
VERY familiar face after
confirming their return
 

They've got some front!
Real Housewives'
Teresa Giudice, Kyle
Richards and Kenya
Moore all show cleavage
as they lead glam
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arrivals with Andy
Cohen
 

Selling Sunset siren
Emma Hernan shows off
her figure in a string
bikini as she takes a
break in Laguna Beach
with her special friend
Benny
 

Prince Harry launches
'online safety toolkit' for
children: Duke joins
Zoom webinar to speak
about helping kids
'flourish' in digital world

'It's an old-fashioned
attitude, wanting to be
really thin': Victoria
Beckham discusses
women wanting to look
'healthy and curvy' as
she graces the cover of
Grazia
 

Amelia Hamlin straps
on boxing gloves and
skimpy pink lingerie in
UNDERWATER shoot for
Alexander Wang... after
models accused the
designer of sexual
assault
 

Kim Kardashian casts
Rosalia in the first
bilingual campaign for
SKIMS as she notes the
singer's 'confidence'
has been a 'huge
inspiration' to her
 

Pioneer Woman star
Ree Drummond, 53,
says she is 'ready for a
nap' after celebrating
22-year-old daughter
Paige's graduation from
University Of Arkansas
 

Delilah Belle Hamlin
gets a 'Myself' heart
tattoo on her arm... after
joining her mother Lisa
Rinna for a beauty
collaboration

Kristin Davis shows off
her natural beauty as
she goes makeup free in
Kenya while supporting
an elephant rescue
program
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Yellowstone season 5
officially begins
production... after Kevin
Costner led series
reached highest ratings
ever despite industry-
wide declines in
viewership
 

Black Mirror season
six is in the casting
process following a
three year break... after
Miley Cyrus, Topher
Grace guest starred in
previous seasons
 

Dr Strange actress
Zara Phythian is jailed
for eight years after she
and her Taekwondo
'master' husband plied
girl, 13, with rum and
sexually abused her
'once or twice a month' 
 

Pregnant Adriana Lima
displays her growing
baby bump in a tight
black jumpsuit in Nice
with her boyfriend Andre
Lemmers ahead of the
75th Cannes Film
Festival
 

Selena Gomez models
a white tracksuit as she
grabs lunch with Disney
alum Sofia Carson...
after making her
Saturday Night Live
debut
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A music awards show
or a lingerie catwalk?
Megan Thee Stallion,
Becky G, Latto,
Jazelle, Kali Uchis and
Teyana Taylor all wear
underwear to ceremony
 

EXCLUSIVE  Amber
Heard's new PR guru
hired to paint Johnny
Depp as an alcohol-
bingeing abuser has two
DUI arrests, left two jobs
after sexual harassment
claims
 

Margot Robbie still in
talks to take over
Pirates Of The
Caribbean franchise...
as producer Jerry
Bruckheimer confirms
Johnny Depp is out 
 

'My serotonin level is
through the roof!' Dua
Lipa showcases her
physique in a black bra
and crystal embellished
suit after Paris show

Bethenny Frankel
shows off her toned legs
in a power suit as she
arrives at CBS This
Morning to chat up her
new book Business Is
Personal
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Iggy Pop pays tribute
to Scottish guitarist and
David Bowie
collaborator Ricky
Gardiner after his death
age 73 - following 'long
battle' with Parkinson's
 

Tom Cruise 'caused
absolute chaos' after
ignoring protocol and
walking through Windsor
to the Queen's Platinum
Jubilee Celebration,
claims Phillip Schofield
 

Who knew Doctor Who
was so thirsty? New
Time Lord Ncuti Gatwa
shows off his VERY
chiselled abs as he
poses for steamy
shirtless mirror selfie
 

Palace aides warn
Queen, 96, has 'good
and less good days' and
it is unlikely she will be
at many other Jubilee
events after she lit up
star-studded Windsor
Castle celebration 
 

A royally sweet tooth!
Queen's former chef
reveals that the
monarch keeps small
boxes of chocolates in
her bedroom as a
midnight snack
 

Selling Sunset star
Chrishell Stause and G
Flip bring their high
profile romance Down
Under with the couple
spotted getting intimate
after an outing to
Sydney's Taronga Zoo
 

Revealed: Kourtney
Kardashian and Travis
Barker will hold THIRD
wedding in Italy 'soon'...
and this time her kids
and family will be invited
to 'big' celebration
 

Shanina Shaik shares
photos of her growing
baby bump just days
after the model
announced she's
expecting her first child
 

Megan Fox stuns in
plunging gown, Doja Cat
shocks with nipple
pasties and Kylie
Jenner puts curves on
show in graphic frock at
Billboard Awards red
carpet
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Eva Longoria stands
out from the crowd in
bold orange mini dress
as she splashes the
cash in Hermès ahead
of the 75th Annual
Cannes Film Festival
 

Megan Fox reveals she
'cut a hole in the crotch'
of her jumpsuit to get
intimate with Machine
Gun Kelly... after
comment about their
'unborn child' at the
Billboard Music Awards
 

Snapchat co-founder
Evan Spiegel and wife
Miranda Kerr pay off
entire student debt of all
284 graduates at LA art
school where he once
took summer classes
 

'Can't beat dinner with
mum': $368m David
Beckham beams as he
enjoys his 'favorite'
childhood tea of
gammon, pineapple and
chips with mum Sandra
 

Reese Witherspoon
finally reveals the truth
behind THAT viral photo
of Nicole Kidman
towering over her
Hilarious 

Ryan Gosling 'will call
Sydney home this year'
as he heads Down
Under to film big budget
action blockbuster The
Fall Guy

Megan Thee Stallion
twerks her magic!
Rapper wears jaw-
dropping sheer catsuit
with thong as she leads
the red hot
performances at the
Billboard Awards 
 

Rachel Brosnahan
puts on an animated
display as she cheers
on the New York
Rangers at Madison
Square Garden ice
hockey game
 

Star-studded crowd
including Bono, Morgan
Freeman and Reese
Witherspoon pay tribute
to Naomi Judd at
Nashville memorial
hosted by daughters
Ashley and Wynonna
 

Nicole Scherzinger
looks sensational as
she turns up the heat for
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sizzling snaps in a
plunging blue bikini in
Mexico
 

Noomi Rapace cuts a
trendy figure in plaid
blazer and blue jeans as
she touches down in
Nice Airport ahead of
the 75th Cannes Film
Festival 
 

Eva Longoria poses in
a sports bra before
showing the freebies in
her luxury hotel room as
she gears up for the
75th Annual Cannes
Film Festival
 

'He's getting more PR
than the Queen!' ITV
bosses are slammed
after Tom Cruise used
Platinum Jubilee
interview to plug new
Top Gun movie 

Julianne Moore, 61,
looks effortlessly chic in
a sophisticated black
trouser suit as she
arrives in France for the
75th Cannes Film
Festival
 

Stranger Things stars
Gaten Matarazzo and
Noah Schnapp show off
their excitement as they
cheer on New York
Rangers at Madison
Square Garden hockey
game

Prince William joins
foreign monarchs in Abu
Dhabi to deliver
condolences on behalf
of the Queen following
death of UAE President
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
 

'It's bittersweet but it's
the right time': Little Mix
make emotional speech
at tour wrap party
before they let their hair
down at wild bash - as
they go on indefinite
break after final concert
 

Kylie Jenner supports
Travis Scott at Billboard
Awards as they arrive
with daughter Stormi for
his first TV performance
since deadly Astroworld
festival 
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Julia Fox wears a bra
and panties after turning
her jeans into a
HANDBAG for shopping
trip in Hollywood
 

Is Megan Fox
pregnant? Machine Gun
Kelly dedicates his song
to 'our unborn child' at
the 2022 Billboard Music
Awards in Las Vegas

Jennifer Lopez shows
off her radiant
complexion after
enjoying a cold ball face
massage during luxury
spa day
J-Lo took various clips of
the procedure being
done

Ben Affleck looks
dapper in a black suit
on  a lunch date with
fiancee Jennifer Lopez
and her mother in Malibu

Kim Kardashian shows
off her abs in metallic
latex two-piece as she
hosts a night out at
Bootsy Bellows for her
SKIMS team
 

Amber Heard is due
back today to be grilled
for third day of
testimony in $100m
defamation trial against
her ex-husband Johnny
Depp 
 

Bruce Willis, 67, grabs
lunch at Italian
restaurant in LA and
spends time with his
youngest daughters six
weeks after stepping
back from acting due
to aphasia diagnosis
 

Billboard Awards
worst dressed! Teyana
Taylor, Kali Uchis and
Miranda Lambert lead
the bawdy and bizarre
ensembles missing the
mark in Las Vegas
 

Kylie Jenner slips into
a corset as she enjoys
afterparty cocktails with
Travis Scott following
their big night at the
Billboard Awards...
where daughter Stormi
stole the show
 

Well protected! Prince
Harry wears helmet and
knee-pads as he plays
polo in California
tournament... just weeks
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after his barb about
him protecting the
Queen
 

'It was a powerful and
brave thing that she did':
John Legend says he
was 'worried' about
sharing 'raw' photos of
wife Chrissy Teigen's
miscarriage
 

When downstairs party
with upstairs! Downton's
Joanne Froggatt leaves
her maid duties behind
as she joins Hugh
Bonneville and Elizabeth
McGovern at New York
premiere bash
 

Michael J. Fox, 60,
appears in great spirits
as he passionately
cheers on his ice
hockey team while his
smitten wife Tracy
Pollen, 61, lovingly
gazes at him
 

'Dreams really do
come true': Harry Styles
is the latest A-lister to
star on CBeebies
bedtime stories as he
follows in the footsteps
of Orlando Bloom, Elton
John, Tom Hardy
.

Avril Lavigne rocks
sexy leather dress
alongside her love Mod
Sun before hitting the
stage at Juno Awards in
Toronto
 

Tom Cruise protected
by police after being
mobbed by eager fans
as Hollywood star
causes frantic scenes
by WALKING through
Windsor 
.

Fear The Walking
Dead: Sherry reveals to
Dwight that she's
pregnant with their baby
as war looms
Shock confession 

Bridgerton's Nicola
Coughlan, Simone
Ashley and Charithra
Chandran stun on red
carpet... as it's revealed
season three will stray
from books
 

v
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'Hideous grief has
swallowed me whole':
Lisa Marie Presley
reflects life after the
devastating suicide of
her only son Benjamin
 

Taking the world by
storm! Selling Sunset
star Chrishell Stause
enjoys a fun day at
Sydney's Taronga Zoo
with non-binary lover G
Flip
 

'We need to treasure
these moments!': Royal
fans share their delight
at photos of 'fabulous'
Queen 'smiling and
enjoying herself' at
Platinum Jubilee
celebrations 
 

The Queen looks
emotional during
Platinum Jubilee
celebration as her
granddaughter Lady
Louise pays tribute to
Prince Philip, driving the
late Duke's carriage
 

Kourtney Kardashian's
ex Scott Disick enjoys a
pool day with their son
Reign hours after she
legally marries Travis
Barker without kids
present 
 

The Queen of comedy!
Monarch, 96, is hailed
for her reaction to Omid
Djalili's awkward joke
and Alan Titchmarsh's
fawning tribute at
Platinum Jubilee
celebration 
 

Steven Spielberg's
daughter Sasha
Spielberg ties the knot
with Harry McNally over
the weekend
 

Queen leaves Prince
Philip's walking stick at
home as she opts for
staghorn cane for
Jubilee celebrations (but
hands it off and
manages to walk
unaided!)

Emily Ratajkowski
dances for her son
Sylvester while wearing
Y-front underwear... after
attending Sasha
Spielberg's wedding
 

Chrissy Teigen the
prima ballerina twirls
around in floral pink tutu
and ballet-inspired
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platform heels for A-
list school fundraiser 
 

Josephine Skriver
looks effortlessly
elegant in a pink floor
length gown with a
daring thigh-high split
at the Downton Abbey
premiere in New York
 

Real Housewives Of
Atlanta: Drew Sidora
flies into a fury over
rumors her husband is
gay... after she accuses
Sheree Whitfield of not
paying her assistant in
nasty feud
 

Conversations With
Friends is slammed as
'dull and awkward' as
viewers say there is 'no
physical chemistry'
between the actors -
while slating Joe
Alwyn's Irish accent as
'painful'
 

Tom Hanks enjoys a
dinner date with his wife
of 34 years Rita Wilson
in Santa Monica... after
attending baseball game
with their son Chet
 

'Jack Harlow shut his
dressing room door
when I passed by in my
wheelchair and said hi':
Elle King calls out
rapper for being rude to
her backstage at the
Billboard Music Awards
 

Brother of Toddlers
and Tiaras star Kailia
Posey, 16, tells of
comforting her days
before her tragic suicide
as he leads tributes
from family and friends
at service
 

Dua Lipa looks
effortlessly stylish in a
sheer top and high-
waisted jeans as she
steps out in Paris with
designer pal Simon
Porte Jacquemus
 

Billboard Award
winners: Doja Cat
celebrates four wins
during triumphant night
in Vegas while no-show
Olivia Rodrigo sweeps
board with seven gongs
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Travis Scott makes
first TV comeback since
Astroworld tragedy that
left 10 dead: Rapper
cozies up to bikini-clad
dancer at Billboard
Music Awards in Vegas
 

Ed Sheeran and
Florence Welch lead the
Brit performers at
Billboard Music Awards
as Cara Delevingne
parties at Las Vegas
ceremony
 

'I know what it's like to
be segregated' Sarah
Ferguson says she's
always felt 'judged' and
it's helped her
sympathise with
the LGBTQ+ community
 

Janet Jackson gets a
standing ovation as she
presents Mary J Blige
with the Billboard Icon
Award at glitzy awards
show in Las Vegas
 

Miley Cyrus shows
long legs in little black
negligee with lacy trim
at NBC dinner in New
York City
 

'Emmeline would be
proud': JK Rowling
praises feminist who
'never dropped her flag'
as she stood up to
masked trans activist
thugs blocking statue to
suffragette icon
 

Doja Cat shocks in
$110 gold pasties with
her topless black
Schiaparelli gown at
2022 Billboard Music
Awards in Las Vegas
 

Kevin Bacon pays
tribute to late Tremors
co-star Fred
Ward: 'When it came to
battling underground
worms, I couldn't have
asked for a better
partner'

Not your average
soccer mom! Kim
Kardashian forgoes bra
in backless top to cheer
on her son Saint, six,
from the sidelines
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Sara Sampaio
showcases stunning
model physique in a
backless lemon silk
gown as she attends
Downton Abbey: A New
Era premiere in New
York
y.

'I'm boring': Megan Fox
reveals plans for sober
birthday celebration
after Billboard Awards...
but says fiance Machine
Gun Kelly will 'go off for
me'
 

My how she's
changed! Dove
Cameron puts on VERY
racy display in red
torso-flashing gown at
Billboard Music Awards
after transforming look
from Disney heyday
 

Claire Danes is a
picture of elegance in a
royal blue satin gown
alongside husband Hugh
Dancy at Downton
Abbey: A New Era
premiere in NYC
 

Meghan King goes
NUDE at yoga self-
discovery retreat in
desert... five months
after marriage to Joe
Biden's nephew ended
 

The teenager set to be
Marvel's next big star!
How first 'queer Latina
superhero' role was
rewritten for Xóchitl
Gomez, 16, after she
wowed casting directors
 

Bindi Irwin shares
emotional tribute to late
father Steve - after
revealing daughter
Grace is 'captivated' by
videos of her late
grandfather
 

EXCLUSIVE  JoJo
Fletcher and Jordan
Rodgers are married!
Ex-Bachelorette stars
tie the knot after six
year courtship in idyllic
California ceremony
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kanye
West's girlfriend Chaney
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Jones stuns in scant
gray bikini and metallic
visor as she sits
poolside... days after
getting 'Ye' tattooed on
her wrist
 

Morgan Wallen wins
Top Country Male Artist
and performs at
Billboard Awards 15
months after N-word
scandal... after getting
'uncanceled' by show
host Diddy
 

James Van Der Beek
says having daughters
helped liberate him
'from limited belief
systems' as he gets
nails painted by
daughter Gwendolyn, 3
 

Mary J. Blige looks
fierce at 51 in sexy cut-
out dress as she's
honored with Icon Award
at Billboard Music
Awards 

Top scrum! Tom Cruise
sparks frantic scenes
as fans mob Hollywood
star after he WALKS
through Windsor for
secret role in The
Queen's Platinum
Jubilee Celebration
 

Apple doesn't fall far
from the tree! Gwyneth
Paltrow proudly poses
with her look alike
daughter at 18th
birthday party
 

Billboard Awards
2022: Megan Thee
Stallion shows her
curves in halter top and
miniskirt in Las Vegas
 

Sean 'Diddy' Combs
turns Billboard Awards
into family affair... as
daughter Chance rocks
black-feathered mini
alongside twins Jessie
and D'Lila in matching
sequin jumpsuits
 

Florence Welch turns
heads in a sheer gown
and black lace bodysuit
as she arrives at the
Billboard Music Awards
in Las Vegas
 

Beyonce's protege
Chloe Bailey shows off
her toned abs in a clingy
cut-out leather dress
with cheeky thong detail
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Brooklyn Beckham
and Nicola Peltz cause a
stir in their $500,00
vintage Jaguar as
newlyweds visit a Los
Angeles food market
 

Billboard Awards
2022: Heidi Klum stuns
on the red carpet in Las
Vegas in yellow slit gown
with black knee-high
boots
 

Mindy Kaling poses in
outfit inspired by The
Very Hungry Caterpillar
book alongside ex-
boyfriend B.J. Novak at
star-studded fundraiser
in LA
 

Billboard Awards
2022: Becky G flashes
skin in one-sleeve
shimmery mini dress
with ostrich feathers on
the red carpet in Las
Vegas
 

Billboard Awards
2022: Miranda Lambert
shows her flare for
fashion in tailored denim
suit on the red carpet
with husband Brendan
McLoughlin
 

American Idol: Leah
Marlene falls down in
disbelief after making
the final three on ABC
singing show
 

Billboard Awards
2022: City Girls artist JT
exposes her underwear
during wardrobe
malfunction on stage
at... but brushes the
moment off and urges
fans to 'relax'
 

Billboard Awards
2022: Dixie D'Amelio
flashes a wide smile
while rocking a figure-
hugging sage green
dress on the glitzy
show's red carpet
 

Nick Jonas and
Priyanka Chopra steal a
kiss during softball
game in LA while on
break from parenting
duty after baby daughter
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Malti's 100-day stay in
NICU
 

Michelle Dockery
shimmers in silver while
Joanne Froggatt and
Laura Carmichael opt
for bandeau black as
they arrive at Downton
Abbey: A New Era
premiere in New York
 

Diddy opts for all-white
outfit for his Billboard
Awards hosting gig as
he promises to
'uncancel the canceled'
on 25th anniversary of
winning his first BBMA
 

Cara Delevingne gives
a glimpse at her midriff
in crop-top with wrap
around detail as she
poses alongside Megan
Thee Stallion at the
Billboard Awards
 

Heidi Klum shows off
her supermodel figure in
a transparent mesh two-
piece set and bikini as
she parties in Vegas
with husband Tom
Kaulitz
 

ADVERTISEMENT
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DON'T MISS  

Model Jordan Barrett
steps out with Paul
Walker's daughter
Meadow as they enjoy a
lunch date at Balthazar
restaurant in New York's
trendy Soho
 

Nicola Peltz flashes
her HUGE diamond ring
while out with husband
Brooklyn Beckham as
he treats billionaire
heiress wife to cheap
drinks at Wetherspoons
 

TOP STORIES SHOWBIZ SPORT
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G Flip 'definitely' sees
themselves having
children and is 'very
transparent' with
Chrishell Stause about
'where we are in the
stages of our lives' 
 

'The light of my life':
Dua Lipa marks sister
Rina's 21st birthday with
a slew of snaps from
over the years
 

Lori Harvey shows a
hint of her toned midriff
in a white crop top and
jeans as she steps out
in West Hollywood
 

Amanda Bynes
DENIES nude photo of a
woman in a bathtub
circulating on Twitter is
her and says she has
ZERO connection to the
account
 

Teresa Giudice parties
with Real Housewives
Of New Jersey co-star
Jennifer Aydin at
Cipriani for gala in aid of
homeless LGBT youth
 

Jesse Williams
addresses THAT
shocking NUDE video
leak of Broadway
scene: says he's not
worrying about it but
'consent is important'
 

Lily Allen flashes her
legs in a black
minidress and an
unmissable green maxi
skirt shopping in NYC
ahead of a 'very
important event'
 

Kevin Hart holds
hands with his ab-baring
wife Eniko as he takes a
break from filming Lift to
explore Venice with his
lady love 
 

Peter Andre flashes a
smile in a dapper outfit...
after sharing his upset
over the size of his
manhood being dragged
into Rebekah Vardy
court case 
 

Geri Horner shares a
photo of rarely seen
daughter Bluebell as
she celebrates
youngster's 16th
birthday with hilarious
throwback snaps
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Matthew Perry cuts a
casual figure in a flannel
shirt and sweatpants as
he enjoys a sunny
afternoon stroll in LA
 

Ashley Graham puts
on a busty display in
plunging orange crop
top while on a stroll in
NYC... two months after
giving birth to twins
 

Woody Harrelson joins
in on ribbon-cutting
event marking the grand
opening of his cannabis
dispensary The Woods
in West Hollywood
 

Chris Evans cuts a
serious figure and
dresses down in a
brown suede jacket
paired with jeans while
filming scenes for
Ghosted in London
 

Priyanka Chopra and
Nick Jonas 'could not be
happier to have their
little girl at home with
them'... following baby
Malti Marie's 100 DAY
stay in the NICU
 

Paul McCartney
powers through the hits
as his Got Back tour
lands in California...
after 'supporting' friend
Johnny Depp
 

'Don't you realise?
Diana's MAD, MAD,
MAD', Charles shouted
to the Queen: ANDREW
MORTON - the man who
told the world the
Princess's story charts
flop royal marriages 
 

Rita Ora soaks up the
sun in a busty minidress
as she celebrates the
release of her latest
track Finish Line
 

Alexandra Daddario,
36, puts on a busty
display as she sports
matching mint
swimwear with sister
Catharine, 29, by the
river
 

Upgrade! Christina
Hall purchases a slick
modern mansion for
$12M in Newport
Beach... after selling her
Dana Point home for
$11.5M
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Ben Affleck gets in
some bonding time with
10-year-old son Samuel
as the duo step out in
Santa Monica
 

June Shannon leaves
'abusive' boyfriend
Geno during Season 6
premiere of Mama June:
Road to Redemption:
'For the first time, I
walked away from an
abusive relationship'
 

Sandra Bullock, 57,
takes her son Louis, 11,
and daughter Laila,
eight, to Disneyland...
after revealing she is
taking time off from
work to be with them

Kelly Bensimon, 54,
showcases her
spectacular figure and
washboard abs in a
black SKIMS bikini as
she frolics in Miami
Beach
 

Millie Bobby Brown
reveals prank she got
the whole Stranger
Things crew to play on
co-star Noah Schnapp:
'We needed to get him
back'
 

The Queen shows her
competitive side as she
cheers on jockeys while
watching the Royal
Windsor Horse Show...
three days after pulling
out of state opening of
Parliament due to her
health 
 

Brody Jenner, 38,
makes a food run with
his rumored pro surfer
girlfriend Tia Blanco, 25,
in Calabasas... 'after
meeting in Hawaii while
on holiday'
 

Melania attacks
'biased' Anna Wintour
for putting Jill Biden on
cover of Vogue but
failing to do same for
her when she was First
Lady
 

Liev Schreiber, 54,
poses up with longtime
love Taylor Neisen, 28,
at star-studded Cipriani
gala in aid of shelter for
homeless LGBT youth
 

Savannah Chrisley
shows off her pert
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derrière in pink bikini
bottoms as she films
spin-off reality show
with brother Chase and
her pals in Miami
 

Kourtney Kardashian
shares sweet family
snaps with her three
children on Laguna
Beach getaway... but
there's no sign of fiancé
Travis Barker for once 
 

'He loved it!' Alicia
Silverstone says son
Bear watched her hit
PG-13 movie Clueless
when he was five... but
admits that it was 'not
appropriate'
 

Millie Bobby Brown
can't help but blush as
she grabs dinner with
boyfriend Jake Bongiovi
in New York City...
following Tonight Show
appearance
 

Teddi Mellencamp, 40,
shares the before and
after photos of her neck
and partial lower face
lift... just FOUR DAYS
after undergoing the
surgery
 

Rebel Wilson keeps it
comfortable in
athleisure on LA
grocery run... after being
seen arm-in-arm with
Hermès executive
Michael Coste
 

Nicole Kidman's Hulu
limited series Nine
Perfect Strangers
expected to be 'renewed
for second season'...
allowing it to compete in
'drama' category during
awards season
 

'TRY
BREASTFEEDING! It's
free and available on
demand': Bette Midler is
slammed by parents for
making light of baby
formula crisis
 

Here comes bride No. 4!
Jennifer Lopez's ex
Marc Anthony, 53,
celebrates engagement
to Miss Universe
contestant Nadia
Ferreira, 23, after
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proposing
 

Jessie James Decker
has 'cordial' reunion
with brother John years
after alleged falling out:
'Wounds still left to heal'
 

Naomie Harris cuts a
stylish figure in grey
sweater vest and denim
shirt as she attends Pub
in the Park festival
 

Maria Sharapova hides
blossoming bump in
flowing gingham gown in
FIRST public sighting
after announcing she is
pregnant with first child
 

Marvel announces it's
introducing TWO new
transgender
superheroes in
upcoming Pride-edition
comic including mutant
who can become person
she's stood next to 
 

Kaley Cuoco
passionately kisses
Ozark actor and new
boyfriend Tom Pelphrey
as they enjoy 'magic'
animal-filled day at barn
 

Kevin Hart is glued to
his phone while enjoying
lunch with his wife Eniko
as he dons a Versace
hoodie during a break
from filming Lift in
Venice
 

As TV star Melissa
Gilbert QUITS Hollywood
for low-key life in the
mountains, find out
where her co-stars
ended up 40 years after
the beloved series
premiered 
 

Fred Ward dies at 79:
The Right Stuff and
Tremors actor passes
away after appearing in
over 70 Hollywood
movies
 

EXCLUSIVE  Andy
Dick's fiancée claims
the troubled comedian
was 'set up' by RV-
dwelling YouTubers who
want to profit off his
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10815037/Kevin-Hart-glued-phone-lunch-wife-Eniko-Venice.html
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fame and downward
spiral - and says he's
'safer' in JAIL
 

Boris Becker 'could be
out of jail by
CHRISTMAS':
Disgraced tennis legend
believes he'll be
deported to Germany in
November - where
'more lenient laws would
see him out on licence
weeks later'
 

Nina Agdal showcases
her midriff and model
legs in yellow skirt and
plunging crop top at
grand opening of Hard
Rock Hotel New York
City

Pregnant Britney
Spears hops aboard a
jet ski and spends time
out on the water with
fiance Sam Asghari
during the couple's
Mexican getaway
 

Does Hollywood
legend Glenn Close
have a street named
after her in
Melbourne? Celebrity
sleuths uncover a road
bearing the star's name
 

Robbie Williams
reveals that painting in
his garage puts a stop to
the voices in his head...
as he's expected to
fetch £20,000 for one
piece of artwork 
 

Nikolaj Coster-Waldau
chats with co-star
Jennifer Garner on the
Los Angeles set of the
new Apple TV Plus
series The Last Thing
He Told Me
 

Paris Hilton cuts a chic
figure in a plunging frilly
black dress as she
performs a DJ set at the
Think of Us wrap party
in Washington, D.C.
Looking good  

Uma Thurman, 52, and
daughter Maya Hawke,
23, rock different looks
on the set of the
upcoming movie The Kill
Room
Co-stars  
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Shay Mitchell bares
her burgeoning baby
belly in unbuttoned shirt
and sports bra in LA
 

Rose Leslie discusses
how her marriage to Kit
Harington helped inform
her character in HBO
Max's The Time
Traveler's Wife
 

Ashley Graham shows
off her curves in sultry
lingerie pieces from her
upcoming collection with
Knix... four months after
giving birth to twins
 

'Today, something
broke... I just need a
win': Princess Diaries
star Heather Matarazzo,
39, admits she is 'at a
f***ing loss' after
'struggling to survive' in
Hollywood for 30 years 
 

YouTuber and
Gogglebox star KSI
loses £2.8m in a DAY in
crypto crash after Luna
dropped 99% in hours -
but Bitcoin and
Ethereum are back up
 

All grown up! Sophia
Grace and Rosie return
to Ellen show 11 years
after viral Super Bass
performance
 

Chloe Grace Moretz
stands out in a floral-
print shirt and white
pants while
attending Louis Vuitton's
2023 Cruise Show in
San Diego
 

Justin Long and Kate
Bosworth look very
much in love as they
keep their arms around
each other in New York
City
 

Emily Ratajkowski
shows off her
impeccably sculpted
form while rocking a
body-hugging red dress
in a sizzling snap
 

Kanye West's
girlfriend Chaney Jones,
24, gets his name 'Ye'
tattooed on her wrist...
just months after they
started dating
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Who are you calling
Marge Simpson?! Kim
Kardashian poses in
racy neon after
revealing bitter Kanye
West declared her
career 'over' and
mocked her fashion
 

The Sopranos and Law
& Order star Bruce
MacVittie dead at 65:
Actor's devastated wife
confirms he passed
away in hospital from
unknown cause
 

Selena Gomez teased
about ants in her pants
in promo clip for her first
time hosting Saturday
Night Live
 

Scout Willis shows
some skin in unbuttoned
top and pleated skirt
while out in West
Hollywood... after
releasing Woman At
Best music video
 

'Mom used a weapon':
Ashley Judd chokes up
as she reveals her
mother Naomi shot
herself dead last month
after battling mental
health issues aged 76
 

Queen's aides have
formed a 'ring of steel'
around the monarch to
prevent Harry and
Meghan using her as a
source of content for
their Netflix show during
Jubilee
 

Oscar Isaac keeps it
casual in sweatpants
and denim jacket at JFK
Airport in NYC... amid
chatter of a Moon Knight
follow up
 

The truly bizarre world
of Andy Dick: How star
comedian went from
being worth millions to
being arrested for felony
sexual battery at RV
park where he lived with
livestreamers
 

Savannah Chrisley
puts her toned legs on
display as she works up
a sweat during a Miami
beach boot camp with
fellow Growing Up
Chrisley co-stars
 

Lea Michele said she
was 'fangirling' over
actress Tommy
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Dorfman at Balmain
event in NYC
 

Rita Moreno sparkles
in a red sequined blouse
and skirt as she joins
John Legend and Stevie
Wonder at the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund's
Equal Justice Awards
Dinner

Tom Cruise and Nicole
Kidman's daughter
Isabella Cruise supports
her father by rocking a
retro Top Gun T-shirt
while on a stroll in
London
 

Madonna's son Rocco
Ritchie looks suave in a
red velvet suit after his
art exhibition... as his
sister Lourdes Leon
heaps praise on his
unique paintings 
 

Ludacris buys himself
luxurious private jet as
'graduation gift' after
receiving an honorary
degree from college he
dropped out of in his
teens
 

EXCLUSIVE  Cillian
Murphy flaunts physical
transformation as he
shoots scenes with Matt
Damon after losing
14lbs to play Dr. J.
Robert Oppenheimer in
biopic
 

Patti LuPone is seen
with producer Chris
Harper at Tony Awards
Meet the Nominees
event... after she name
dropped him in THAT
viral pro-masking video
 

Hilaria Baldwin speaks
about the 'cut throat'
competitive world of
mommy influencers:
'Unfortunately we have
been conditioned to feel
that we must compete
with other women'
 

Zac Efron says it would
'be so amazing' to work
on a fourth High School
Musical movie: 'I hope it
happens'
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Ozark pays tribute to
Julia Garner's beloved
Ruth character in a new
video... after the final
episodes debuted on
Netflix
 

Surprise! Kelly
Osbourne, 37, reveals
she's pregnant with first
child after finding love
with Slipknot DJ Sid
Wilson, 45: 'I am going to
be a mumma'
 

Selma Blair delves into
her 'shocking' alleged
assault by ex-boyfriend
Ron Carlson: 'I look
forward to putting it
behind me'
 

Norm Macdonald left
an hour of new material
behind for one last
special that will hit
Netflix 'soon'... before he
died eight months ago at
age 61
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger pays
tribute to longtime ORF
reporter Güenther Ziesel
after death at 80: 'One of
the best journalists -
worldwide'
 

'Kravis 4 Ever':
Kourtney Kardashian
and Travis Barker throw
party for pals in Palm
Springs with screening
of Edward Scissorhands
and popcorn
 

Cha Cha Real Smooth
trailer finds Dakota
Johnson striking a
strange friendship with
Cooper Raiff in the
Sundance sensation
 

Pregnant Sophie
Turner puts on a leggy
display in an oversized
shirt as she steps out
with husband Joe Jonas
 

Halsey shares tour
rehearsal footage... and
reveals she 'was called
crazy and anxious and
lazy' before finally
getting diagnosed after
eight years of sickness
 

Selena Gomez
launches a kitchenware
collection after the
success of her cooking
show Selena + Chef: 'It's
a celebration of all ways
we cook'
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Rita Ora shares glam
studio snaps as she
teases release of her
latest track Finish Line
co-written with Diane
Warren as part of
feminist initiative
 

Iris Law and Jourdan
Dunn look effortlessly
stylish in bold
ensembles as they lead
the stars attending
launch of coffee table
book Moschino
 

Kevin Hart spends
some quality time with
his wife Eniko as the
couple go for stroll in
Venice where he is
filming new movie Lift
 

Vanderpump Rules
fans delight as Bravo
greenlights another
season... and
announces plans for
new reality shows
including Real
Girlfriends In Paris 
 

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Why Simon Cowell's
brother won't be invited
to his wedding
 

'I lived in fear': Bianca
Wallace says she wants
to 'change lives' by
speaking about her MS
as she attends London
fundraiser for the
disease with boyfriend
Ioan Gruffudd

Naomi Watts rocks
chic little blonde bob as
she chats on the phone
and walks her dog Izzy
in NYC
 

Nicole Scherzinger, 43,
sizzles in a tiny pastel
purple bikini as she
dances in a jacuzzi with
shirtless beau Thom
Evans, 37, during
Mexican getaway
 

Naomie Harris
captures attention in a
strapless teal gown with
daring side split as she
arrives at star-studded
DKMS London Gala
 

Windswept Olivia
Colman builds
sandcastles on the
beach as she films
scenes for romantic
movie Empire Of Light
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alongside co-star
Micheal Ward
 

Jensen Ackles joins
season two finale of
ABC crime drama Big
Sky in guest role as
temporary sheriff
 

Ariel Winter's fraught
NBC pilot Hungry no
longer moving forward
nearly two months after
Demi Lovato dropped
out due to scheduling
issues
 

Taylor Hill shows off
her supermodel
physique in white two-
piece with halter top as
she models an array of
sexy swimsuits during
beach photo shoot
 

Alison Brie reveals
she almost went blind at
seven-years-old after
suffering concussion: 'I
start hysterically
crying' 
 

Jacob Elordi grins
from ear to ear during
afternoon outing with
pals in LA... after cozy
meet-up with rumored
girlfriend Olivia Jade
 

Kelly Rizzo reveals
she still talks to her late
husband Bob Saget
every day: 'It's like, he's
still my husband'
 

Christina Haack and
Heather Rae Young
cannot 'stand each
other' and have had
'tension' before THAT
soccer showdown
 

Sir Elton John
captures attention in a
gold embroidered suit
as he steps out with his
husband David Furnish
for the singer's AIDS
charity gala
 

Jesse Williams
emerges following
shocking NUDE video
leak from Broadway
play Take Me Out as he
leads the stars at a Meet
the Nominees event for
the Tony Awards
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Netflix releases
preview for new
Resident Evil series
taking place over
separate timelines in
2022 and 2036
 

Trevor Noah pays
tribute to his beloved
grandmother Frances
'Gogo' Noah following
her death at 95: 'I've
cried all week'
 

Paramount+ releases
teaser for upcoming
South Park The
Streaming Wars special
event due out in June
Released a teaser on
Thursday

This Is Spinal Tap
sequel It's Spinal Tap II
reunites Harry Shearer,
Christopher Guest and
Michael McKean with
Rob Reiner directing
 

Tamra Judge, 54,
details her 'struggle'
with menopause: 'I take
hormones, supplements
and had to up my cardio'
 

Judge who presided
over Blac Chyna's failed
defamation suit against
the Kardashians
refuses to refer her bid
to have him disqualified
to chief justice after she
accused him 'bias'

Jennifer Grey says
she was engaged to
Matthew Broderick and
Johnny Depp in the
SAME MONTH: 'It was
really a sign that there
was trouble afoot'
 

Bella Hadid wears a
green sweatshirt that
says 'empathy' on front
with black leggings after
a trip to the gym in New
York City
 

Hailey Bieber dons tiny
red bikini while husband
Justin goes shirtless as
they join 'You are not
him' viral trend
 

She's loving it! A
giggling Adele gets
behind the counter at
McDonald's to serve
besotted boyfriend Rich
Paul a low-key burger
meal as she documents
their love story
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Dapper Joshua
Jackson keeps it casual
in a denim shirt and
chino ensemble as he
enjoys a West
Hollywood dinner with
pals
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